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GAP THEOREMS FOR ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

BY DENG GUANTIE*

Abstract

In this paper, we give a necessary and sufficient condition that there exists
an entire function represented by a gap power series with an appropriate
growth condition for the maximum modulus, and the entire function is
bounded and not identically zero in an angular domain.

1. Introduction

We consider a nonconstant entire function f(z), which is represented by a
gap power series

/(*)=Σfl»**» (1)

and is bounded in the angular domain B(a)= {z=reiθ : \θ\^a}f where Q^
Λ={λn}(n = 1, 2, 3, •••) is a strictly increasing sequence of positive intergers.
We denote the set of such functions f(z) by E(Λ, a). It is well-known by
A. J. Macintyre's theorem ([7]) that when α=0, a necessary and sufficient con-
dition that there exists an entire function f(z)&E(Λ, 0) is that λ(r)-++oof as
r-^+oo, where

= ^ — , if r^λi', and Λ(r)=0, if r<λ,. ( 2 )

J. M. Anderson and K. G. Binmore ([!]) also proved a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of an entire function f(z)^E(Λ, 0) with a growth
condition concerning the maximum modulus of f(z).

Suppose that ψ(t) be a convex function defined on [0, +00) such that

+ 0°. (3)
ί^+oo

It is well-known that there exists a constant ί^O such that φ(f) is strictly
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increasing and continuous on [̂ , +00), so s=φ(t) has the inverse function t=
φ(s). We can define the Border p (O^p^ + oo) and the lower Border λ of an
entire function f(z) by

ρ=lim sup Γ^[log M(el, /)] , ( 4 )
ί-» + oo

λ=]ίm inf rl0[log M(e', /)] , ( 5 )
f-»-foo

where M(r, /) is the maximum modudus of f(z) on the ciricle \z\=r, i.e.

M(r, /)=max{ |/(*)|: |z |=r}, (r^O) (6)

The ^-order and the lower ^-order reduce to the usual order notion in the
case where φ(t) is the exponential function. ([2], [3])

Utilizing Carlemen's formula ([2]) for analytic functions, the present article
proves some results which are similar to those in [1] for the angular domain
and obtains a necessary and sufficient condition as follows.

THEOREM 1. Let Q<Ξ,a<π, A—{λn} be a strictly increasing sequence of posi-
tive integers and φ(t} be an convex function defined on [0, +00) satisfying (3).
Then there exists an entire function f(z)^E(Λ, a) of the finite φ-order at most
p, if and only if

>^T> (7)

where

and λ(r) is defined by (2).

Remark 1. When 0=0, the sufficiency is proved by J. M. Anderson and
K. G. Binmore ([!]), and when a—0 and log^(s) is a convex function of s,
they also gave a necessity. So our result is a generalization and an improve-
ment of a result in [1] even in the case α=0. The method of proofs in this
paper is quite different from that in [1].

THEOREM 2. Let a, Λ={λn}, λ(r) and φ(t) be the same as those in Theorem
2. Then there exists f(z)<^E(Λ, a) of finite lower φ-order at most λ, if and
only if

1
lim supr'1^.(y>(r));>—, (9)

r-»+oo X

where
k.(r}= mi{k(r'): r'^r], (10)

and k(r) is defined by (8).
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Remark 2. The letter A will be used for absolute and positive constants,
not necessarily the same at each occurrence.

Remark 3. We notice that, if f(z}<=E(A, a), then the function

pβ(0=logM(β', /) (11)

is a convex function satisfying (3) and f(z) is of finite Border 1. So we have
the following corollary.

COROLLARY 1. Let 0^α<τr and A~{λn} be a strictly increasing sequence
of positive integers. Then there exists an entire function f(z)^E(Λ, a\ if and
only if

lim£(r)=: + oo, (12)
r->+oo

where k(r) is defined by (8).

Remark 4. In the papers ([4], [5]), the following similar assertion is
shown : There exists an function /(2)^0, which is represented by a gap power
series (1) in a neighbourhood of zero, analytic and bounded in the angular
domain B(a) (0<α<π), if and only if k(r) has a finite lower bound in (0, +°°).

2. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2

W. H. J. Fuchs' lemma ([2], [6]) shows that the function

is analytic in the half-plane x=Rez> — λίt and

\G(z)\^exp{xλ(r)+Ax} (*^0); (14)

I G(z)\ ^exv{xλ(r)-Ax} (z^D(A}) (15)

(16)

where D(Λ)—{z—x+iy\ Λ^O, \z-λn\^8~l, n = l, 2, 3, — }, r=\z\ and λ(r) is
defined by (2). Stirling's formula implies that the Gamma function Γ(z) satisfies

(17)

where \c(x)\ ^A+Ax for x^O. So the function

is meromorphic and satisfies
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(19)

for z&D(Λ), where k(r) is defined by (8).
Proof of the necessity of the conditions in Theorems 1 and 2. We assume

that a transcendental entire function /(z)^0, which is represented by a gap
power series (1), is bounded in the angular domain B(a}—{z—reiθ\ \θ\^a}.
Let M(r, /) be defined by (6). Then the function φ0(t) defined by (11) is a
convex function of ΐ and satisfies (3) with φ(t) replaced by φ0(t). The coeffi-
cients {an} of (1) satisfy

\an\£exp{φM-λnσ\, (w=l, 2, •••) (20)

for any real number σ.
The function hQ(z) defined by

AO(Z)=G(z)\*°° f(w)w~*~ldw (21)

is analytic in the band 0<x<λlf and for any real number σ,

hQ(z)=G(z)\ f(w}w~z~ldw+ Σ^-^—a n exp{σ(λ n —z)}.
Jeσ n=ι λn— Z

This implies that the function h0(z) admits an analytic continuation (the con-
tinuation is again denoted by h0(z).) on the half-plane { z : #=Rez>0}.

By Cauchy's formula,

hQ(z)= Σ ι anQXp{(σJrit)(λn—z)}JrG(z)\ f(w}w~*~ldw
n=i An—Z j L ( σ , t )

for %>0 and for any real numbers a and t such that \t\^a, where

L(σ,t)={reu: eσ<r< + ̂ }.

Taking t= — a if y^Q, and taking t=a if ;y<0, we obtain that

I h0(z)\ ^x~l exp{φ(σ)—σx+xλ(r)—a \ y \ -\-Ax+A}

for Λ:>0 and any real number σ. So the function h(z)—/z0(8~1+0) satisfies

for #^0, where

oo, +00)}. (22)

Applying Carleman's formula ([2]) for the semi-ring {z : l<ί\z\<^R, x^
to the function h(z}—hϋ(%~l-\-z\ we have
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Therefore

2/7 4 Γπ/2
-A-λ(R)<- — \ogR+-Ξ-\ (-00(Λcos0)c

7Γ TϋK Jo

By (22), for any real number σ,

Jo

and again by (22),

~logR-λ(R)+^ψQ(^R)^Λ. (23)

The inequality

φ0(R)-R (24)

is obtained from (22) by taking σ=φ0(R). As ^0(s) is increasing for s large
enough. From (23) and (24), we have

(25)

If f(z] is of finite Border at most p, then for any ρ'>ρ,

φϋ(t)^φ(p't) (26)

for t large enough, and so

A (27)

for sufficiently large R. We obtain the inequality (7) by taking R=φ(r) and
letting p'-*ρ.

If f(z) is of finite lower Border at most λ, then for any p'>λ, (27) holds
for a set of values of R which is unbounded above. We obtain the inequlity
(9) by taking R=φ(r) and letting p'^λ.

Proof of the sufficiency of the conditions in Theorems 1 and 2. Suppose
that one of (7) and (9) holds, then k.(r) in (10) is well-defined and unbounded
on [0, +00). Since Λ—{λn} is a strictly increasing sequence of positive in-
tegers, there exists a twice continuously differentiable function p(r) defined on
[0, +00) such that

Let <j(r)=p(r)-(2a/π)\og+r, q.(r)=\τ\i{q(r')\ r'^r] and r^r,. If
), then
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which implies that there exists a differentiate and strictly increasing function
l(r) defined on [0, +00) such that

/(0)=0; \l(r)-q.(r)\<A;Q^rl'(r)^l; k.(r)-l(r)\^A. (28)

So the function f(z) defined by

+ l ~ w (29)

is continuous, bounded and not identically zero in the angular domain B(ά),
where g0(w) is defined by (18). By Cauchy's formula,

/(*)=Σ! ***'*+/»(*) (30)

for 7i = l, 2, 3, ••• , where the coefficients

'(G'(λky>-1 (31)

are the residues of g0(z) at the poles λk, and

1 ( J- + ( l/2)+too

/„(*)=- ~-τ\ t go(w)zmdw. (32)
ύttt J^ Λ + (l/2)-ίoo

From (11-17) and (28-32), we have

|-^.Wn)X^+2-1)} (33)

for z^B(a) and that the coefficients {an} satisfy

\an\<exv{-λnl(λn)+Aln+A} (34)

for w = l, 2, 3, ••• . Therefore, from (33) and (34), we see that the function f(z)
is an entire function represented by a gap power series (1) and bounded in the
angular domain B(ά). So f(z) belongs to E(Λ, a) and its maximum modulus
M(r, /) satisfies

(35)
n=ι

where

(36)

There exists a positive function u(t) defined on (0, +00) such that
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where t=ϊ(s) is the inverse function of s=ί(t).
If (9) holds, then by (28), we have

lim sup r~ll(φ(r))=lim sup r~lk.(φ(r})^ — .
r-+oo r-»+oo Γ X

So, for any ε>0, there exists an increasing and unbounded sequence {rn} such
that

Therefore, by (35) and (36), for given any ε>0,

lim

which implies that the entire function f(z)^E(Λ, a) is of finite lower Border
at most λ.

If (7) holds, we have

lim infr^/RKr^lim inf r^&.I
r-»+oo r-»+oo p

So, for any ε>0, there exists a positive constant Λ(ε) such that

for t^Λ(ε). Therefore, by (35) and (36), for any ε>0,

lim sup
£-.

which implies that f(z)^E(Λ, a) is of finite Border at most p.
Proof of the necessity of the condition in Corollary 1. If there exists an

entire function f(z) ^ 0, which is represented by (1) and is bounded in the
angular domain B(ά), then the function φ0(x) defined by (11) is convex and
satisfies (3). So f(z) is of Border 1 and consequently by Theorem 1, we
have the necessary condition (12).

Proof of the sufficiency of the condition in Corollary 1. If (12) holds, then
there exists an increasing, unbouded and concave function φ(x) defined on
[0, + °o) satisfying k.(x)^φ(x) such that the inverse function %—ψ(r) of r~
ψ(x) is convex and satisfies (3). We see from Theorem 1 that there exists an
entire function /(z)^0, which is represented by (1) and is bounded in the an-
gular domain B(a). This completes the proof of Corollary 1.

In conclusion, it is my pleasure to thank referee for his very helpful com-
ments.
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